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Title: Groove Coaster - ouroboros -twin stroke of the end-
Genre: Action
Developer:
TAITO CORP.
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8.1/10 (64bit)

Processor: 2.0 GHz+

Memory: 2 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Limited Offline Play (Steam login required every 7 days)

English,Japanese
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Very simple fast paced retro type game. A tad on the overpriced side considering it's appearance (graphics) and simplicity... but
it is fun.. I am canonically married to Patchouli Knowledge and I am canonically her husband.. Neat defense game for a few
bucks!
This game takes the awesome base concept of the archery demo from Valve's The Lab and iterates on it with multiple gates and
lanes as well as ranged gunmen who shoot at the gates to break them.
This is a great demo for people new to the concept of VR, the controls are easy and intuitive, and since it does not involve a lot
of distance to travel you will not have to worry about someone punching your tv out of existence.. basic, but really good. I have
never had so much fun playing with a booger.

Some of the levels were challenging, but nothing really felt unfair. The art style was wonderful to look at, and the music didn't
get annoying at any point in the game.

I'll admit it was a little short, but if you enjoy racing against the clock, I strongly suggest Flem.

9\/10 Would sneeze again.. Screen flickering and poor graphics makes this game unplayable on an intel Core 2.5GHz Windows
10 laptop.. The precious piece of childhood.
Thank you guys from Nightdive Studios for publishing it in Steam!

Cool features:

pleasant voxel graphics

destructable terrain

awesome soundtrack (instantly added it to my playlist)

pretty good weapon and robot models

missions are fast paced and somewhat hardcore
If you like good ol' games definitely give it a shot.. Maybe some people don't like this game,because it's boring.
Once you understand what is ZEN,you'll feel like a brain yoga.. I like what the makers of Last Drea have done. They
have made the game an adventure, RPG while making it almost exactly like the Final Fantasy games, and I am pretty
sure that they even used some of the Final Fantasy music. It has a great story line and whenever you get a vision it really
brings the story to life. If I could rate this game I would give it 9.5/10. That just shows how much I am into this game.
And for those who love a challenge it has an option which you can make it that u can only save in a town and the battles
are sure hard sometimes. I hope you get the same enjoyment I got through this game. :D :P. The Virtual Villagers series
has always been one my favorites since I was a kid. If you want a casual\/simulation game that requires some puzzle-
solving and villager care, this game is it. However, this game is not for everyone.

Pros
+Four music tracks
+Game progresses at selected rates even when the game is not running: paused, slow, normal and fast.
+Customize villager outfits (after building the required shack).
+16 unique puzzles to solve.
+Endless replayability (game will never end unless you start over or every villager dies).
+Multiple save files (tribes).

Cons
-Beginning of the game is very tough, villagers are inexperienced, there is a lack of food resources, and only a few
villagers are able to work.
-Villagers can\/will die even if the game is left off for so long.
-Villagers need to be manually taught how to do things, like building and farming.
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-A villager must be 14 years old before they're able to do a lot of things.
-Game can be extremely boring once everything is completed: puzzles, steady food supply, all tech upgrades, etc.
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This game is gonna play you, not the other way around, just deal with it or don't buy it. There is no easy mode here, if you are
not ready to fail again, again and again, don't bother. It will teach you to fold your underwear and put it in place, put toilet seat
up, reason with crazy digital ex-wives and many other essential survival skills.
Obviously, there is a way for visual improvement, but since it is VR compatible game, average graphics are not surprising. It's
not what makes this game fun anyway. Overall, it looks pretty solid for an indie game. Recommended for masochists and old-
school gamers :). This game is why I love early access games. You get to see the transfomation of a great idea into an awsome
game.

Pros:
-Amazing graphics for an indie game
-Loads of fun making and tailoring your own buildings.
-Falling through the world into an unknown wonderland.
-Scale of the world.

Cons:
-Handful of buggs here and there.
-Jumping up on different blocks can be a little stressful at time.

I'm really looking forward to see how this game evolves and develops.
Definitely worth picking up and trying out for yourself.
. Fun and logical adventure game. Great humor, though it's more dirty than other Telltale games.

Most puzzles are pretty straight forward, but if you're still having problems there's a good hint system - and if that is not enough,
you can just get the answer.

Each episode is around 4 hours long.. In the beginning, there were legions, and the legions were great. You were outnumbered,
out-skilled, out-ranged, out-cheated,even, by the AI, where they can have all the double shots and you can't, even if you were to
have 8 AP turn. You cannot save anywhere. this is so imbalanced. Their range were for the whole map shooting across both
ships, where you can only shoot yourself and your partners. This is not a learning curve! this is a miraculous know-how cliff.
This is a waste of money. You'll have to buy a lot to be able to miracoulously winning some battles.. An interesting concept
whose mechanics are larger than the playing space. There is simply not enough room on the field for this game to be played for
more than about eight minutes before throwing up your hands in disgust. Simply doubling or trebling the size of the playing
space would vastly improve this game. As it is, two thirds of a wide screen display are absolutely wasted and only to make this
game too frustrating to play.

TLDR - Space too small to be fun, DO NOT buy.
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